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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A seascape of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A general view of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Suleyman Elcin / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A man looks at the view of the antique Lycian city of Simena in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Suleyman Elcin / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A general view of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Suleyman Elcin / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A general view of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Suleyman Elcin / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A general view of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Suleyman Elcin / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A general view of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A fishing boat is seen on the see of the antique Lycian city of Simena in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A general view of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A yacht is seen on the see of the antique Lycian city of Simena in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A seaport is seen at the antique Lycian city of Simena in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A seaport is seen at the antique Lycian city of Simena in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A seascape of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A seascape of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A seaport is seen at the antique Lycian city of Simena in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A seaport is seen at the antique Lycian city of Simena in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Orhan Cicek / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A view of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Suleyman Elcin / Anadolu Agency
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - MARCH 28: A general view of the antique Lycian city of Simena is seen in Mediterranean village of Kalekoy in Demre district of Antalya, Turkey on March 28, 2018. The car-free zone Kalekoy has hundreds of centuries-old olive trees and it is accessible only by boat or on boat. Tourists and settlers have a chance to enjoy hiking and camping among olive trees and sarcophagi by watching the blue sea. Suleyman Elcin / Anadolu Agency
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